THE CURE FOR AMERICA’S OPIOID CRISIS? END THE WAR ON DRUGS

CHRISTINE MINHEE** & STEVE CALANDRILLO***

The War on Drugs. What began as a battle waged on morals has created multiple public health crises, and no recent phenomenon illustrates this in more macabre detail than America’s opioid disaster. 2017 alone amassed a higher death toll than the totality of American military casualties in the Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan wars combined. With this wave of mortalities came a crash of parens patriae lawsuits filed by states, counties, and cities on the theory that jurisdictions are entitled to recompense for the costs of addiction ostensibly created by Big Pharma. To those attuned to the failures of the Iron Law of Prohibition, this litigious blame game functions merely as a Band-Aid over a deeply infected wound. This Article synthesizes empirical economic impact data to paint a clearer picture of the role that drug prohibition has played in the devastation of American communities, exposes parens patriae litigation as a misguided attempt at retribution rather than deterrence, and calls for the legal and political decriminalization of opiates. We reveal that America’s fear of decriminalization has at its root the “chemical hook” fallacy—a holdover from Reagan-era drug policy that has been debunked by far less wealthy countries like Switzerland and Portugal, whose economies have already benefited from discarding the War on Drugs as an irrational and expensive approach to public health. We argue that the le-
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gal and political acceptance of addiction as a public health issue—not the view that addiction is a moral failure to scourge—is the only rational, fiscally responsible option left to a country that badly needs both a prophylactic against future waves of heavy opioid casualties and restored faith in its own criminal justice system.
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I. INTRODUCTION: DRUG ASSUMPTION RESISTANCE EDUCATION (D.A.R.E.)

“Despair may have made certain American communities more vulnerable to the epidemic. Economic and social factors may have contributed to the kindling—but the explosion in the supply of opioids was a flamethrower.”

A. Prohibition Kills

America’s opioid crisis is the latest battle in the War on Drugs, with war-like casualties. Like war, our opioid crisis is an entirely manmade, sweeping epidemic of death. Major news outlets report that opioid overdoses have claimed more American casualties in one year alone than did the Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan wars combined. The World Health Organization estimates that 69,000 people die of opioid overdoses...
globally each year—a sum barely greater than the 63,600 Americans who died from opioid overdoses in 2016 alone. And since 2000, over 300,000 people—roughly half the population of the state of Vermont—have died from fatal opioid poisoning. Given that “[m]ore Americans die annually from [opioids] than are killed in car accidents or firearm incidents,” few can deny that the supersized scope of this national tragedy is uniquely American.
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Our epidemic is not solely fueled by prescription oversupply, for our country’s opioid-related deaths came not in one wave, but three. When listed as a toxicological cause of death, “opioids” include both illegal and legal FDA-approved formulations of the drug. For a diminishing portion of America, the former class is better known. Healthcare providers in one year wrote enough prescriptions to provide each American adult his own bottle of opioids like OxyContin and Vicodin, and incidents of “medicine cabinet” overdoses were reported to have increased for at least a decade after increased prescribing habits began in the mid-1990s.1

Ten years after the peak of prescription opioid popularity came a tidal crash of heroin-related overdoses in 2010, with another wave of deaths linked to synthetic opioids like fentanyl following soon after. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) maintains that the strongest risk factor for heroin use is the “[p]ast misuse of prescription opioids,” and describes the transition from off-label use of prescription opioids to heroin abuse as mere “part of the progression to addiction.”14 But according to the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, increases in opioid-related fatalities are now driven by the use of illicitly manufactured fentanyl hybridized with heroin, counterfeit pills, and cocaine.15


12. See id.

13. See id.


No one type of opiate is exclusively to blame for our crisis.16

What is worrisome about this trajectory from prescription opioids to fentanyl is the fact that their respective strengths are not linearly related. With their extremely variable potencies,17 semi-synthetic heroin and synthetic fentanyl pose an exponentially more powerful threat.18 And as we will illustrate later, the black-market economy virtually ensures their ample supply. The market for synthetic drugs has “never been so complex and widely spread.”19 This is a terrifying state of popularity for a category of drugs “up to 10,000 times” more potent than morphine,20 for illicit opioids require neither Big Pharma, multi-million-dollar marketing budgets, nor free market availability, to supply their ever-increasing demand.

As Americans rapidly progressed from FDA-approved opioid use to illicit heroin and fentanyl, they also died in larger numbers, but the trajectory of overdose deaths today is de-

18. See id.
19. Id.
20. Id.
attached from increases in new users of prescription drugs. Our executive branch believes that our crisis can be solved by preventing children from stepping onto the slippery slope of opioid use. How does that approach square with the trend of "dramatically" increasing "overdose deaths, addiction treatment admissions, and other adverse public health outcomes associated with [opioid] use . . . since 2002," despite a simultaneous decline in new, nonmedical opioid users? America has experienced such a sudden reversal in health from this crisis that its death toll has nearly surpassed that of the AIDS epidemic, which took the lives of 650,000 Americans between 1981 and 2015. "A combination of behavioral change and drug therapy brought the US AIDS epidemic under control." But "public awareness of the enormity of the AIDS crisis was far greater" than that of our opioid crisis today, and our epidemic will likely cause millions to "age into Medicare in worse health than the currently elderly," positioning the middle aged to become a "lost generation" of health with “future[s] . . . less bright than those who preceded them.”


24. Kolodny et al., supra note 21, at 563.

25. Anne Case & Angus Deaton, Rising Morbidity and Mortality in Midlife Among White Non-Hispanic Americans in the 21st Century, 112 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. U.S. 15,078, 15,081 (2015); see also Understanding the Epidemic, supra note 11 (noting that more than 630,000 people died from drug overdoses, and more than 350,000 from opioid overdoses, in the United States between 1999 and 2016).


27. Id.

28. Id.
generational destruction by opioid addiction is just one reason why our various legal, administrative, and policy approaches should aim to do more than merely prevent new opioid users. In order to do what works, we ought to glean insight from our past battles with these drugs.

B. A Brief History of American Opiophilia

Our current epidemic is not America’s first bout with fatal opioid overdose poisoning en masse. Large-scale opioid abuse began almost immediately after the Civil War.29 Deaths during this era were epidemiologically traced to the “popularization of hypodermically injected morphine,”30 which triggered thousands of overdoses between the 1870s and the 1920s.31 State and federal legislation like the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, the Harrison Anti-Narcotic Act of 1914, and the Heroin Act of 1924 were enacted in response.32 And countless newspapers articles published during that era—replete with yellow journalism-tinted titles like A Beautiful Opium Eater33—describe stories that, “aside from some Victorian-era moralizing,”34 feel strikingly familiar to those told on President Trump’s CrisisNextDoor.gov.35 The prototypical American anti-heroine heroin tale, then and now, goes something like this: a young American develops an addiction to opiates “at a vulnerable point in her life,” finds enabling doctors, and then, inevitably, self-destructs.36

That tale, however, is a normatively prescribed archetype of abuse that inaccurately reflects our history with drug addiction. Often forgotten is America’s battle with heroin addiction during the Vietnam War, when 20% of enlisted troops were

30. Id.
31. Id.
32. Id.
34. Lawson, supra note 29.
addicted to heroin while stationed abroad. A ready supply of cheap, illicit heroin—the apparent result of heavy “profiteering” by South Vietnamese government officials—enabled high rates of use. But demand for analgesic escape was arguably extraordinary for this group as well. The hindsight of modern psychology lends a sense of obviousness to discussions about why heroin addiction flourished amongst U.S. servicemen during this era: “growing disenchantment with the war” and “progressive deterioration in unit morale” are posited to explain the instinct to self-medicate and hedonistically indulge while coping with the existential terror of life-threatening combat. But heroin at the time was also considered the “bête noire of American drugs”—“the most addictive substance ever produced”—and “a narcotic so powerful” that it was “nearly impossible to escape.” A “horrified” American public awaited the war’s end, fearing the apocalyptic return of hundreds of thousands of servicemen-turned-junkies. Instead, the Archives of General Psychiatry found that 95% of those 20% of servicemen addicted to heroin did not resume their addictions upon return to American soil.

Sudden cessation, though seemingly odd, is supported by science. When opioid use is monitored and tapered to avoid side effects of withdrawal, the risk of readdiction can be happily, anticlimactically low. Human and animal laboratory studies demonstrate that compulsive self-administration of drugs becomes less likely when subjects are presented with a choice between substance abuse and access to an alternative or

38. Id.
39. Id.
42. Stanton, supra note 37, at 557.
43. See Kate Nicholson, What We Lose When We Undertreat Pain, YOUTUBE (Oct. 17, 2017), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4vHSLeTe-s [https://perma.cc/26PQ-675J].
competing reinforcer like food, money, or entertainment.\textsuperscript{44} When the Vietnam War public then was met with a result not nearly “as severe as originally supposed,” “[m]yths as to the persistence and intractability of physiological narcotic addiction were dispelled.”\textsuperscript{45} For veterans living today, quitting an opioid habit, statistically speaking, beckons suicide and not mere accidental overdose.\textsuperscript{46} How did Vietnam veterans fare any better upon return from war?

The myth of addiction’s intractability does not derive from the medical community, which maintains that opioids are helpful for acute pain and addictive only for a minority of longtime users.\textsuperscript{47} The CDC does not assert a causal relationship between mere prescription opioid use, stating only that “serious risks are associated with [opioid] use.”\textsuperscript{48} And yet, addiction is considered a communicable disease—one that defies rational market behaviors.\textsuperscript{49}

To be fair, the overarching fear of opioids’ addictive propensity is not entirely misplaced. Many find opioids highly addictive due to their ability to “induce euphoria (positive reinforcement)” and relieve the “dysphoria (negative reinforcement)” triggered by cessation of chronic use.\textsuperscript{50} Chronic use does tempt death, as a person’s first opioid overdose makes a second far more likely.\textsuperscript{51} Further justifying opioidophobia are recent findings that suggest that continued opioid use may in-


\textsuperscript{45} Stanton, supra note 37, at 557.

\textsuperscript{46} Nate Morabito, VA Reps to Discuss Impact of Opioid Reduction on Suicides During Summit, WJHL, http://www.wjhl.com/news/va-reps-to-discuss-impact-of-opioid-reduction-on-suicides-during-summit_20180123093420242/934066782 [https://perma.cc/HHT3-UYMM] (“[O]pioid discontinuation was not associated with overdose mortality but was associated with increased suicide mortality.”)

\textsuperscript{47} Beletsky & Davis, supra note 22, at 157 (citing Deborah Dowell, Tamara M. Haegerich & Roger Chou, CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain—United States, 2016, 315 JAMA 1624, 1624–45 (2016)).

\textsuperscript{48} Prescription Opioid Data, supra note 10.


\textsuperscript{50} Kolodny et al., supra note 21, at 560.

\textsuperscript{51} Opioid Crisis: Overdose Rates Jump 30% in One Year, supra note 6.
crease sensitivity to pain.\textsuperscript{52} While “[drug] tolerance is characterized by desensitization of neural pain pathways, . . . opioid-induced hyperalgesia is the result of hypersensitization of those pathways,” a state where “some patients may find themselves taking dangerously high doses while their pain continues to intensify.”\textsuperscript{53} Rats are found to display an increased sensitivity to pain after being exposed to morphine,\textsuperscript{54} and a Stanford University study involving humans using oral morphine for chronic back aches led researchers to conclude that “opioid tolerance and opioid-induced hyperalgesia might limit the clinical utility of opioids in controlling chronic pain.”\textsuperscript{55} According to one scientist at the New York State Psychiatric Institute, though the rates of opioid-induced hyperalgesia are unknown, this blind spot in the way modern analgesic science understands opioids to work could be a “major factor” in our present-day opioid crisis.\textsuperscript{56}

The problem with this fear of addiction’s intractability is that it ultimately stems from the outmoded chemical hook theory—the idea that drugs contain all-consumings, psychologically hijacking “chemical hooks” that capture the unwary, invariably transforming them into raging drug addicts who spiral towards demise.\textsuperscript{57} This theory anthropomorphizes the results of experiments on rats that found that when provided a supply of cocaine or heroin, rats will choose to overdose rather than abstain.\textsuperscript{58} Much like \textit{Reefer Madness} for cannabis,\textsuperscript{59} a 1980s Partnership for a Drug-Free America TV commercial propagandized

\textsuperscript{52} See Clayton Dalton, \textit{When Opioids Make Pain Worse}, NPR (Mar. 3, 2018, 6:00 AM), https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2018/03/03/586621236/when-opioids-make-pain-worse [https://perma.cc/7CSR-6QWT].

\textsuperscript{53} Id.


\textsuperscript{56} Dalton, supra note 52.

\textsuperscript{57} See, e.g., Hari, supra note 41.

\textsuperscript{58} See, e.g., Adam N. Perry, Christel Westenbroek & Jill B. Becker, \textit{The development of a preference for cocaine over food identifies individual rats with addiction-like behaviors}, PLO\textsc{S} One (2013), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3832528/ [https://perma.cc/P4NB-EC38].

these experiments to reinforce the fear that humans, when faced with the choice between the banality of mere sustenance and drugs, will also opt for the drugs and invariably die.

From the perspective of behavioral psychology, myths of addiction’s intractability ultimately derive from “antique notions of demonic possession, divine command, and other supernatural volition,” and find expression in modern life when “social factors, societal oppression, emotional distress, external provocation, mental illness, [and] drugs” are used to rebut liability for the negative externalities produced by addictive behaviors.60 There are indeed a multitude of biological, genetic, and social factors that contribute to the likelihood of addiction, and many of these factors—subject to intense debates about legal volition and philosophical free will—are within the user’s control.61 The chemical hook theory may very well be our way of garnering support for the public health approach to drugs when we might otherwise fall prey to our normative judgment that public funds ought not be spent on those who need it as a result of what is perceived to be, at least in part, a moral failing. But policies that abide by the belief that addiction can strongly arm the entire superset of factors tending to yield drug addiction are not only “tantamount to a disbelief in free will,”62 but also utterly counterintuitive to the goal of addiction recovery.

Around 1900, the medical community began using the word “addiction” to refer to the “[u]nconscious processes, genetic determinism, brain mechanisms, [and] chemical forces (e.g., the ‘twinkie defense’)” associated with the inability to abstain from drug use.63 This medical lexicon facilitated the eventual treatment of addiction as biological destiny,64 which, when married with the post-modern insistence “that all human actions are caused by prior events,” renders free will in the drug context “entirely an illusion.”65

From the prohibition propagandist’s perspective, the beauty of bloating addiction’s power is that it flattens the nuanced,
complicated, often heartbreaking factors tending humans towards fatal drug addiction, reducing its complexity to logical if-then statements such as: “If you overexpose a society or culture to cheap, plentiful food, you’ll have an obesity epidemic,” and “[i]f you overexpose a culture to opioids, you’re going to have an opioid epidemic.” Statements like these are co-opted as propaganda to bolster supply-side interdictions. But they also reflect outdated scientific norms, as suggested by a rebuttal study led by Professor Bruce Alexander of Vancouver’s Simon Fraser University. Alexander, an occupational and environmental epidemiologist, thought that the results of the original rat experiment made perfect sense: When trapped in wire cages with zero healthy reinforcers, rats, like humans in existential despair, will opt to get high and anesthetize in isolation. To underscore the point, Professor Alexander produced a sequel. In his updated experimental environment, dubbed “Rat Park,” rats were provided a supply of drug-laced water and ample opportunity to eat to their hearts’ content, mate with other rats, and play. The results? Zero rats died from compulsive opioid or narcotic overdose, while all or most of the lonely rats in bare, non–Rat Park, control cages did. Alexander’s Rat Park experiment is criticized for “merely replacing” the misconception that drug chemistry dispositively produces addiction with another: “that environment is the most important factor.” But if that is true, and if the chemical


69. Id.


hook theory is also defunct, how are drugs like OxyContin resulting in more addiction and overdoses than ever before? What makes things so climactic today?

C. The Iron Law of Prohibition

One part of the answer rests on the ingenuity of legal supply. Ours is not America’s first bout with large-scale opioid addiction, but it is the first in the era of Big Pharma. OxyContin is the brand name of Purdue Pharma’s extended-release, FDA-approved formulation of oxycodone, the generic name for the opioid analgesic manufactured in America beginning in the 1930s. OxyContin provided great hope to the many who suffer from chronic bodily pain. However, before OxyContin obtained FDA approval in 1995, “many physicians were reluctant to prescribe [opioid pain relievers] on a long-term basis for common chronic conditions” due to “concerns about addiction, tolerance, and physiological dependence.” To topple physicians’ opiophobia, Purdue developed an idea called “pseudoaddiction,” commissioning its “physician-spokespersons” to sell the term to medical communities in order to artificially differentiate and render “clinically unimportant” the “physical dependence” on opioids from drug addiction. In support of its efforts to “big-pharmasplain” addiction to doctors, Purdue relied on a single, paragraph-long letter in a medical journal titled Addiction Rare in Patients Treated with Narcotics. This letter anecdotally

74. Common Myths About OxyContin® (Oxycodone HCl Controlled-Released) Tablets CII, supra note 72.
75. Kolodny et al., supra note 21, at 562.
76. Id.
describes one instance where out of 11,882 hospitalized patients treated with narcotics, “only four patients with no history of addiction became addicted.” A 0.03% addiction rate—if accurate—is tantalizing evidence against the chemical hook theory. But the paragraph-long study merely describes the addictive effects of weaker narcotics on hospitalized patients, not the effect of extended-life opioids on those who would take them regularly to combat chronic pain. Citations of the letter spiked into the hundreds in the lead-up to and after Purdue’s introduction of OxyContin. Other letters published at the same time were cited an average of eleven times. And despite the clinical inapplicability of the study and the dearth of peer review, Purdue offered the letter as conclusive medical proof of pseudoaddiction. The study enabled Purdue to market a gateway opioid as chemically unhookable, then push it on an America that has, as we will examine later, been the most un–Rat Park it has been in decades.

The other part of our answer rests in the fundamental economic logic of drug prohibition. The transition from relatively mild, legal opioids to stronger formulations, while shocking to the public, is an entirely foreseeable eventuality under what is called the “Iron Law of Prohibition.” As a regulatory measure, prohibition imposes “substantial barriers and costs to the illicit drug supply chain”—heightening risk for illicit suppliers, which applies “direct pressure to minimise volume while maximising profit.” The Iron Law of Prohibition refers to this pressure cooker of supply-demand interplay, which ensures “[m]ore bulky products become more expensive relative to less bulky ones,” thereby incentivizing dangerous increases in

79. Id.
80. See id.
82. Id.
84. See Zurcher, supra note 4.
potency.\textsuperscript{86} Take a look at the Iron Law of Prohibition’s role during alcohol prohibition between 1920 and 1933, when the production and sale of alcoholic beverages was criminalized, save for industrial or “limited” medical use.\textsuperscript{87} Prior to Prohibition, beer was America’s drink of choice.\textsuperscript{88} Faced with the risk of “more voluminous contraband being seized and destroyed,”\textsuperscript{89} black-market constraints caused the cost of products with lower alcohol to increase by over 700%, while the price of spirits rose much more slowly (“Prohibition-era cost increase: 270%”).\textsuperscript{90} As a result, Prohibition-era bootleggers transported “less beer and wine,”\textsuperscript{91} and transported more “highly-distilled spirits like gin and moonshine.”\textsuperscript{92} Put another way, the Iron Law of Prohibition drove illicit suppliers to produce more potent substances over time, which forced consumers to purchase higher doses of illicit alcohol—not because their tastes had changed, but primarily because they ended up being cheaper.

Make no mistake: the Iron Law of Prohibition is not mere black market, price-gouging chicanery. Black-market economics, as applied to the illicit opioid market, routinely produces doses strong enough to kill people. Purchased legally, OxyContin costs $1.25 for a 10-milligram tablet, and $6 for an 80-milligram tablet. In the black market, the former’s street price ranges from $5 to $10, while the latter commands up to $80.50 a pill.\textsuperscript{93} By comparison to legal supply, black market heroin is cheap:\textsuperscript{94} at our apex death toll in 2016, heroin’s street price was

\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} Beletsky & Davis, supra note 22, at 157.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. (citing Jeffrey A. Miron & Jeffrey Zwiebel, Alcohol Consumption During Prohibition 1–13 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 3675, 1991)).
\textsuperscript{91} Zurcher, supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{92} Beletsky & Davis, supra note 22, at 157.
\textsuperscript{94} See Kolodny et al., supra note 21, at 560–61.
In one study, 94% of opioid-addicted participants reported switching from prescription opioid pills to heroin because the former were “far more expensive and harder to obtain.” This is how black-market economics whirlpools supply and demand, and creates a vicious feedback loop that exacerbates itself. As the desire for cheaper drugs increases linearly, the potency of the drugs increases exponentially, and the fear of prohibition-legal doses is then sold for more fear. A lethal dose of fentanyl, for example, is approximately the size of four grains of salt. So when local law enforcement seizes twenty-four pounds of it—an amount sufficient to “administer lethal doses to [Ohio’s] entire population of 11.6 million”—hyperbolic alarm is conjured merely by framing the danger in simple mathematical proportion.

When black market-generated costs drive much of the demand for lethally potent drugs, “accidental suicide” becomes a predictable negative externality of black-market economics. Perhaps the only satisfying form of justice in this crisis is the poetic full-circling of Dr. Hershel Jick, the physician who wrote the letter Purdue co-opted to scientifically decriminalize opioid use for chronic pain. He “never intended for the article to justify widespread opioid use,” and went so far as to testify at the Senate to say so. “I’m essentially mortified that that letter to the editor was used as an excuse to do what these drug companies did,” he states. And we should be mortified, too. For without reexamining our crisis “through the lens of [its] social

98. Zurcher, supra note 4.
100. Porter & Jick, supra note 78, at 123.
101. Opioid crisis: The letter that started it all, supra note 78.
102. Id.
determinants . . . [such as] unemployment, concentrated disadvantage, isolation, and inadequate access to physical and mental health care,” we will continue to dodge the “multifaceted, structural solutions” designed to “significantly move the needle on the most formidable drug-related public health crisis of our time.” And as we continue to circumvent holistic analyses of demand, our crisis is free to “mutate[] into something far more deadly.”

D. Macroeconomic Depression as Unreported Demand

Our crisis is as much a story of underestimated demand as it is one of overexuberant legal and illegal oversupply. Beneath nefarious corporate product marketing and the Iron Law of Prohibition rests an iceberg of undetected demand—one which initially reared its head in doctors’ offices as a “chronic, nonmalignant pain.” To monetize the “widespread prevalence and under-treatment” of this pain—one found to be “strongly associated with . . . frequent use of ambulatory health care, unfavorable self-appraisal of health status, and psychological impairment”—Big Pharma urged physicians to make greater use of opioids. It is this capitalization of demand that births our desire to blame suppliers. But what we lose in our rush to blame supply is a meaningful discussion of the macrosociological tidal changes constituting the demand for analgesic relief, which as we will explain, yields greater dispositive effect on the scope and scale of our epidemic. In other words, opioid oversupply simply “added fuel to the flames, making the epidemic much worse than it otherwise would have been.”

According to the supply-side story, the social blight of our national addiction to opioids sprouted like fungus from an ex-
cess of pharmaceutical drug supply. This supply-side tale is tidy.\textsuperscript{110} Framing our opioid crisis as one of oversupply provides the “simplest and most compelling explanations for our exceptional rates of opioid use.”\textsuperscript{111} But opioid addiction is not tidy, and is arguably the ugliest threat to public health in modern-day America. As addictive behaviors become destructive and harmful both to addicts and society at large, we struggle with its ugliness, indulging our libertarian impulse to hold addicts accountable for “shirking their duties” and producing social welfare-deteriorating harms.\textsuperscript{112} It is this multifaceted, messy causality problem of mass addiction that strengthens the appeal of treating it neatly as an intractable hook. We operationalize as policy the parasitic belief that addicts cannot absolutely control their actions to release ourselves from the politically incorrect task of rationalizing drug addicts’ behaviors.\textsuperscript{113} For doing so is what gives us the freedom we need to express our normatively correct desire to treat addicts compassionately, while criminalizing behaviors we subconsciously deem as deserving of moral condemnation.

The danger in circumventing a good-faith analysis of the factors that contribute to opioid demand today, though, is that it also forecloses a valid survey of the market interventions available to reduce it. The chemical hook theory is designed to forever tempt us into circumventing the study of addiction as an expression of demand, and to instead assume that oversupply alone is capable of its production. However, given the scale of our crisis, can we afford to merely hope that the market for illegal heroin and fentanyl will diffuse itself, without looking under the rug and attempting to understand why it might exist in the first place? Given their interplay, heroin and fentanyl’s

\textsuperscript{110. Cf. Lenny Bernstein & Joel Achenbach, A Group of Middle-Aged Whites in the U.S. is Dying at a Startling Rate, WASH. POST (Nov. 2, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/a-group-of-middle-aged-
american-whites-is-dying-at-a-startling-rate/2015/11/02/47a63098-8172-11e5-
8ba6-ccce48b74b2a7_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.4df001bbf3a2 [https://perma.cc/L54-UCUE]. The story is perhaps too tidy, as the overemphasis on supply obfuscates even economists’ analysis of the way our nation got addicted in droves. As one economics professor at Dartmouth expressed his confusion: “I don’t know what’s going on, but the plane has definitely crashed.” Id.}

\textsuperscript{111. Levitz, supra note 2.}

\textsuperscript{112. Vohs & Baumeister, supra note 60, at 232.}

\textsuperscript{113. See id. at 231–32.}
pharmacological and social differences are worthy of better understanding.

Heroin is a black, sticky, semi-synthetic, opioid-based drug that can be injected, smoked, and snorted.\textsuperscript{114} It became a controlled substance in the early 1970s,\textsuperscript{115} making its manufacture, distribution, and dispensation illegal.\textsuperscript{116} But heroin does possess medical value. In other countries, it is sometimes prescribed to the terminally ill as an alternative to morphine, a drug with about half of heroin’s potency.\textsuperscript{117} Rates of non-medical, illegal abuse of heroin remained stable for decades.\textsuperscript{118} But between 1999 and 2016, heroin-related overdoses increased by a factor of five.\textsuperscript{119} The CDC attributes this spike to the ubiquity of heroin’s use “among men and women, most age groups, and all income levels.”\textsuperscript{120} The demographic egalitarianism of this surge is notable, for groups historically unlikely to use the drug—“women, the privately insured, and people with higher incomes”—experienced “[s]ome of the greatest [usage] increases” in recent years.\textsuperscript{121} Heroin’s newfound ability to capture a historically quotidian, non-criminal demographic of users is likely best illustrated by the cottage industry of so-called opioid cessation products that cater to them. These products tempt addicts into “[i]magin[ing] a life without the irritability, cravings, restlessness, excitability, exhaustion[,] and discomfort associated with the nightmare of addiction and withdrawal symptoms.”\textsuperscript{122} For their efforts to snake-oil illusory off-ramps

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{116} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{117} See Michael Gossop et al., \textit{The Unique Role of Diamorphine in British Medical Practice: A Survey of General Practitioners and Hospital Doctors}, 11 EUROPEAN ADDICTION RES. 76, 76 (2005); Donald R. Jasinski & Kenzie L. Preston, \textit{Comparison of Intravenously Administered Methadone, Morphine and Heroin}, 17 DRUG & ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE 301, 304 (1986).
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from the complicated condition of drug addiction, several of these products have also ensnared the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) and Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) attention.123

Fentanyl, unlike heroin, is a fully synthetic opioid.124 It is not only 100 times more potent than natural morphine, but 50 times stronger than heroin,125 which makes it medically appropriate only for individuals otherwise facing imminent death. When legally prescribed as a transdermal patch or lozenge,126 fentanyl provides end-of-life palliative care,127 manages advanced cancer pain,128 and addresses “breakthrough pain” unresponsive to the usual suite of prescription opioid pills.129 It should come as no surprise that when the opioid black market became “increasingly adulterated with illicitly-manufactured synthetic opioids,”130 “deaths attributed to fentanyl analogues spiked by over 72%” in a single year.131 By 2016, “deaths involving synthetic opioids, mostly fentanyls, had risen 540 percent in just three years.”132 The artist Prince’s death was just one of the 2016 fatalities resulting from fentanyl overdose.133 And these fentanyl-related deaths are expected to increase:
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though fentanyl is more easily mixed into the powder heroin sold in Eastern states, distributors are discovering ways to mix synthetic opioids into the black tar heroin sold west of the Mississippi.\footnote{134} The public is accustomed to thinking about prescription opioid, heroin, and fentanyl misuse as a “rural white problem”—an aggrandized craving for hedonistic escape triggered by the economic recession, death of coal mining industries, and ensuing “Appalachian despair.”\footnote{135} Princeton economists Anne Case and Agnus Deaton describe it similarly.\footnote{136} They report that American “whites in midlife” are increasingly experiencing greater bodily pain and “greater difficulties with daily living,”\footnote{137} and are also subject to “deaths of despair,”\footnote{138} described to include suicides, fatal drug overdoses, and alcohol-related liver deaths.\footnote{139} To Case and Deaton, increase in suicides and fatal opioid poisoning were “maladaptive attempts to escape physical or psychological pain” caused by worsening macro-national conditions\footnote{140} produced by the “collapse of the white working class after its heyday in the early 1970s,” and the “pathologies” produced by “globalization and automation, changes in social customs that have allowed dysfunctional changes in patterns of marriage and childrearing, [and] the decline of unions.”\footnote{141}
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Indeed, many states with the highest rates of opioid overdose-related deaths are home to the manufacturing and coal mining towns of the American heartland. The Midwest “witnessed opioid overdoses increase 70% from July 2016 through September 2017.” Fentanyl-related deaths spiked over 55% in Maryland, 77% in Florida, and 109% in Ohio. In 2016, West Virginia experienced 52 fatal overdoses per 100,000 people, with the rates of Ohio (39.1), New Hampshire (39.0), Pennsylvania (37.9), and Kentucky (33.5) following closely behind. The demographics of heroin users entering treatment have also shifted dramatically in the last half century. The mostly white interviewees on President Trump’s CrisisNextDoor.gov are visually representative of this “decidedly rural” crisis, for
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what was once considered “an inner-city, minority-centered problem” has rapidly transformed into one with greater geographical distribution, with outsized, fatal impact on white Americans residing far outside of “large urban areas.”148 After 1998, as other rich countries’ mortality rates continued to decline by 2% a year, US white non-Hispanic mortality rose by half a percent a year.149 This is notable not only because “[n]o other rich country saw a similar turnaround” during this period,150 but also because the loss of health produced by mass opioid addiction negated “[m]ortality declines from the two biggest killers in middle age—cancer and heart disease.”151 Even tobacco failed to impact U.S. mortality in this way, as “historical patterns of smoking” merely hit “pause” on midlife mortality decreases.152
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The change in all-cause mortality for white non-Hispanics 45–54 is largely explained by an increasing death rate from external causes, mostly increases in drug and alcohol poisonings and in suicide.\(^{153}\)

This turnaround in mortality is “historically and geographically unique.”\(^{154}\) Before our bout with fatal opioid poisoning, and before OxyContin received FDA approval in 1995,\(^{155}\) the U.S. benefited from a “remarkable long-term decline in mortality rates.”\(^{156}\) And while “midlife mortality continued to fall in other wealthy countries, and in other racial and ethnic groups in the United States,” deaths of white, non-Hispanics in middle age “increased from 1998 through 2013.”\(^{157}\) Indeed, from the mid-90s onward, Case and Deaton found “marked differences in mortality by race and education, with mortality among
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white non-Hispanics (males and females) rising for those without a college degree, and falling for those with a college degree.”158 “In contrast, mortality rates among blacks and Hispanics continued to fall, irrespective of educational attainment.”159 So, as deaths from cancer and heart disease continued to decline, and as mortality rates in other wealthy countries “continued their premillennial fall at the rates that used to characterize the United States,”160 America witnessed a “profound uptick in self-reports of chronic pain and mental distress among white middle-aged Americans—particularly those without a college degree.”161 The CDC tells us that our “regional variation in use of prescription opioids” cannot simply be explained by a population’s “underlying health status.”162 But curious is the fact that worsening individual, microeconomic factors—“particularly slowly growing, stagnant, and even declining incomes”—fail to explain why rates of mortality rose specifically for non-college-educated whites.163 “Growth in real median earnings has been slow for this group, especially those with only a high school education.”164 But Case and Deaton find individual, income-based explanations for these reversals in mortality “hard to sustain,”165 for factors like “lower education, lower incomes[,] and race” typically work against the welfare of American people of color.166 American people of color saw increases in their lifespans: mortality declines for Hispanic Americans were “indistinguishable from the British” during this period, and rates of “midlife all-cause mortality” for Black Americans dropped as well.167 When considered against their
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comparative advantages, the seemingly exclusive effect of our opioid crisis on American whites is, frankly, “shocking.”\textsuperscript{168} “An increase in the mortality rate for any large demographic group in an advanced nation has been virtually unheard of in recent decades, with the exception of Russian men after the collapse of the Soviet Union.”\textsuperscript{169} Could the death of America’s global economic hegemony constitute the macrosocial tidal change drastic enough to produce such radical effect? America’s industrial productivity was slow in the 1970s, causing income inequality to widen in spectacular fashion among whites. This made many baby-boomers the “first to find, in midlife, that they [would] not be better off than . . . their parents.”\textsuperscript{170} The “[d]ecreasing value of the USD and large outflows of capital” also “threatened the very grounds of U.S. global domination” since the 1970s,\textsuperscript{171} which could in part explain why increases in suicides and self-reported pain commenced prior to our twenty-first century recession.\textsuperscript{172} It is straightforward enough to hypothesize that “wages, marriage rates, job quality, social cohesion, cultural capital, and, perhaps, racial privilege ostensibly d\[r]ove an ever-larger number of non-college-educated whites into suicidal” or addictive behaviors.\textsuperscript{173} Far less obvious is the discovery that macrosociological tidal changes in an individual’s environment are more determinative of addiction than individual characteristics.\textsuperscript{174}

Of course, this historical perspective does not deny that differences in vulnerability are built into each individual’s genes, individual experience, and personal character, but it removes individual differences from the foreground of attention, because societal determinants are so much more powerful. Addiction is much more a social problem than an individual disorder.\textsuperscript{175}
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Global history informs us that “addiction can be rare in a society for many centuries, but can become nearly universal when circumstances change,” like “when a cohesive tribal culture is crushed or an advanced civilisation collapses.”

Opioid epidemics may very well be one way in which modern societies grieve the death of majority norms. Russia experienced a similar reversal in mortality after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, where opioid addiction produced massive fatality rates amongst Russian men. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, “heroin spread very rapidly, attracting most of those users previously injecting homemade solutions drawn from poppy straw, opium, anesthetics and medical drugs.” The “rapid diffusion” of heroin during this era is striking because “the substance was virtually unknown in the former Soviet Union” prior to the collapse.

We must also recall our own exceptional bout with mass, fatal opioid poisoning post–Civil War. If mass, mortality-rate-reducing opioid epidemics are historically precipitated by deaths in majority power ideals—such as centralized, federalist states or the institution of human chattel enslavement based on racial class—could it be that our epidemic similarly results from a dip in white dominance in an increasingly diversifying America? As the historian Carol Anderson puts it, “If you’ve always been privileged, equality begins to look like oppression”—a mindset in stark contrast with the “sense of hopefulness, that sense of what America could be, that has been driving black folk for centuries.” Terror management theory refers to the practice of “embracing culturally constructed beliefs,” like American manifest destiny, to “fend off what
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would otherwise be paralysing existential terror.”

It may explain our present-day macrosocial problem with addiction. For if American exceptionalism was the way that “whites with low levels of education” suppressed the very human terror of witnessing their employment opportunities “progressively worsen[]” it is no wonder that so many of them suffer from severe psychological distress, report limitations in daily activities, and are “twice as likely to have limitations in their ability to work.” And if the sheer scale of our crisis is in any way the result of suppressed disappointment at the loss of majority power, Trump’s presidential win would make perfect sense. Trump’s campaign, after all, “put overwhelming emphasis on economic explanations for the demographic’s plight,” both describing the “American carnage” hitting “many white, rural areas” as a “symptom of economic dispossession,” and Trump himself as a solver of “big and intricate problems.” In his remarks accepting the Republican nomination, then-candidate Trump stated that he “joined the political arena so that the powerful can no longer beat up on people who cannot defend themselves.” As he famously proclaimed: “Nobody

endowed as a race with innate superiority, that Protestant Christianity holds the keys to Heaven, that only republican forms of political organization are free, that the future—even the predestined future—can be hurried along by human hands, and that the means of hurrying it, if the end be good, need not be inquired into too closely.” (quoting FREDERICK MERK, MANIFEST DESTINY AND MISSION IN AMERICAN HISTORY: A REINTERPRETATION 265 (Greenwood Press 1987) (1963)).
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knows the system better than me, which is why I alone can fix it.” 189

For the “woke,” 190 macroeconomic depression as the foundational cause-in-fact of our crisis makes intuitive sense. The psychosocial, pre-market determinants of demand—primarily, distress over America’s loss of international hegemony for those whose egos have intrinsically, perhaps tribal-narcissistically 191 borrowed from their own country’s grandeur 192—provide lucid reasons to despair. Research suggests that “promoting disbelief in free will produces destructive, antisocial behaviors,” 193 which suggests that Big Pharma could not have independently produced the entirety of the underlying demand for opioids by oversupplying it, and merely exacerbated our crisis by rampant overcapitalizing upon it. The problem with this holistic conceptualization of our crisis is that it is not politically fashionable. Habitually inuring Americans to view this crisis as one caused by aggrandized supply, rather than macroeconomically triggered demand for analgesic relief, however, is.

II. JUST SAY NO

“History repeats itself, Marx wrote, ‘first as tragedy and then as farce.’ The continued emphasis on supply-side interventions to suppress non-medical opioid use is both.” 194

A. Under the War on Drugs’ Influence

Experienced policymakers have long heralded the necessity of addressing drug abuse epidemics as public health crises, rather than as failures of criminal enforcement. According to President Obama, “for too long, we have viewed the problem of drug abuse generally in our society through the lens of the
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criminal justice system,” when “the only way that we reduce demand is if we’re... thinking about this as a public health problem.”195 The public health approach is especially appropriate for an overdose crisis that is not solely provoked by the legal, above-ground market for drugs. Opioid prescriptions have declined each year since 2012, and the “force accelerating today’s epidemic is a booming market for potent heroin and fentanyl and its analogs.”196 But we continue to anchor liability for illegal overdoses to free market, regulated issues like prescription drug diversion—an approach that is at best confusing, and more likely, counterproductive.197

Inequitable War on Drugs policies, like the well-known disparity between powder and crack cocaine, are also often criticized for operationalizing law enforcement against urban people of color.198 The opioid epidemic differs for mostly taking the lives of the rural and white.199 Assuming racial bias, will the races of those dying from fatal overdoses today make the public health approach easier to take? Non-Hispanic whites are far more likely to use prescription opioids than Hispanics.200 And “[w]hile African Americans remain over-represented among those arrested and incarcerated for a drug offense,” white Americans in one year accounted for 83% of the drug overdoses in our country, and represent an even greater percentage of opioid-related deaths overall.201 For President Obama at least,
“one of the things that’s changed in this opioid debate is a recognition that this reaches everybody.” At the National Prescription Drug Abuse and Heroin Summit in 2016, he stated that “[p]art of what has made it previously difficult to emphasize treatment over the criminal justice system has to do with the fact that the populations affected in the past were ... stereotypically identified as poor, minority.” The widespread availability of naloxone, for instance—“a non-addictive, life-saving” opioid antagonist capable of reversing an opioid overdose when administered in timely fashion—is understood to “reflect[] the relatively humane response to the opioid epidemic, which is based largely in the nation’s white, middle-class suburbs and rural areas—a markedly different response from that of previous, urban-based drug epidemics, which prompted a ‘war on drugs’ that led to mass incarceration, particularly of blacks and Hispanics.”

Regardless of the races involved, the massive scope and shape of our crisis independently beg for the public health approach, for our opioid epidemic is conclusively deadlier than our battle with AIDS. The CDC points out that our overdose deaths in 2016 alone outpaced the HIV/AIDS epidemic’s at its 1995 peak by 50%. The responsibility of curbing this epidemic therefore ought not to be triaged to both the criminal justice and public health systems, for doing so would produce con-

ures in Table 1 report a total of 47,055 drug overdose deaths in 2014 and 37,945 drug overdose deaths involving White individuals in 2014; thus, White individuals account for 80.6% of total drug overdose deaths); Rose A. Rudd et al., Increases in Drug and Opioid-Involved Overdose Deaths—United States, 2010-2015, 65 MORTALITY AND MORTALITY WKLY. REP 1445, 1448–51 (2016) (Figures in Tables 1 and 2 report total and race-specific numbers of opioid overdose deaths in 2014).
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flicts between “legitimate approaches for treating pain [and] the punishment for engaging in the illegal use of drugs.”207

The sensibility of taking a public health approach, however, does not on its own secure its execution. The War on Drugs’ lasting institutional effect is likely best illustrated by the unavailability of evidence-based addiction treatment. As the U.S. Surgeon General pointedly observes, “[w]e would never tolerate a situation where only one in [ten] people with cancer or diabetes gets treatment, and yet we do that with substance-abuse disorders.”208

B. Drumming Power from Fear

“[C]hronic use of prescription opioid drugs was correlated with support for the Republican candidate in the 2016 US presidential election,”209 so our craving for near-term, War on Drugs strongman solutions to this crisis should not puzzle us in the least. “People who reach for an opioid might also reach for . . . near-term fixes,” says Dr. Nancy Morden from the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice.210 “I think that Donald Trump’s campaign was a promise for near-term relief.”211 Many of us do, after all, participate in a culture that enjoys simple solutions. “Americans are seduced by the idea that drugs can solve most problems and are fast-
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acting, safe and simple solutions to whatever ails them,” and this is especially the case when faced with chronic pain with perceivably little individual, immediate causal origin. To address the rising tide of millions who report suffering from chronic pain, Big Pharma marketed painkillers as chemically unhookable, creating a veritable “gateway to heroin by overselling their benefits and underplaying their harms.” The Iron Law of Prohibition then funneled moderate users towards more and more lethal drugs, incentivizing a shift in their tastes for the lethal by supplying only drugs with high potency per gram. But in the business of selling simple solutions to big, giant problems, no profit is made unless that problem is not also then rendered as the specific keyhole for which key federal approaches to the War on Drugs can fit. This is how opioophobia is alchemized into expansions of executive control.

The War on Drugs approach fracks considerable political power from fear. “Some argue that by the end of the twentieth century, crime and crime control were central to the exercise of authority in the United States at all levels of government and the control of drugs was central to that authority.” Take a look at the history of prohibition, with its ability to increase federal power and allocate funds. Resources devoted to alcohol interdiction and law enforcement “reached unprecedented levels” during alcohol prohibition, where the Bureau of Prohibition saw a four-fold budget increase through the 1920s. In our present-day prohibition against recreational opioid use, the DEA has benefited from “major scale-up in the staffing and funding of federal agents along the US-Mexico Border.” Even if “[p]rohibition clearly does not work for the vast majority of the world’s citizens,” it does “meet[] the needs of the world’s superpowers, who can resource and engage their military, po-
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lice[,] and criminal justice systems, all justified in the war against the global ‘drug menace.’”

And President Trump, who considers formidable law enforcement to be “absolutely vital to ensuring a drug-free society,” will likely be the last to discard punitive War on Drugs strategies. The militarized law enforcement approach works particularly well for his administration, given Obama’s strategic passivity within the area of drug enforcement during his presidency. “At the end of 2016, there were 23 percent fewer [federal drug prosecutions] than in 2011,” Trump states, a fact he takes to mean that Obama’s administration simply “looked at this scourge and . . . let it go by.” Unlike Obama, Trump declares: “we’re not letting it go by.” While some countries pursue the “full decriminalization of narcotics” as a solution, the United States chooses instead to respond with “enhanced law enforcement” to “clamp[] down” on its possession and trade. The international community has borne witness to this approach, most recently by our efforts to convince the UN to further criminalize fentanyl. Fentanyl is so potent that dosage mistakes pose Russian-roulette odds of death. But it is its international origins that lubricate American War on Drugs efforts abroad. As President Trump puts it: “In China, you have some pretty big companies sending that garbage and killing our people”—a type of foreign interference he would liken to “a form of warfare.” Most of the fentanyl shipped to the U.S. does arrive from China, traveling through the U.S. postal sys-
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tem in small packages, sometimes mislabeled or with chemical modifications, then “distributed by Internet cryptomarkets and Mexican drug trafficking organizations.” The cryptomarket route of sale poses unique regulatory challenges, as dark web transactions allow purchasers to shop anonymously, then pay for their illicit goods using virtual currencies like Bitcoin. These covert, dark trade routes inspired James A. Walsh, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, to warn at the Sixty-First United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND) that “[a]nyone with an internet connection and access to international mail can be next. So the world must be vigilant and respond to this new threat.”

When our federal officials urge border vigilance as a solution to drug crises, is it mere political rhetoric, or welfare-maximizing policy? As we detail in our next section, Just Say Yes, our major legislative and political efforts cumulatively cut off legal supply of a substance for which there is rabid demand. Could we reasonably have expected anything other than an explosion in illegal supply? “Simply removing access to [opioid analgesics] without replacing this therapy with other pain management modalities and delivering evidence-based opiate substitution treatment could lead to only two outcomes: increases in untreated pain, unmanaged withdrawal or substitution with other, likely more potent, opioids.” Implementing demand-reduction measures, on the other hand—thought to
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include a Rat Park-like combination of “improv[ed] access to . . . methadone and buprenorphine,” expanded insurance coverage of treatment, and subsidized treatment costs for those unable to pay—would both reduce “economic incentives for drug dealers” and save lives.230

The “advent of illicitly manufactured synthetic opioids coming from China” certainly produces uncertainty.231 But what of the significantly “less uncertainty surrounding the impact of medication therapies when it comes to saving lives”?232 The chemical hook theory foreclosed rational examination of the underlying demand, and the Iron Law of Prohibition worked to ensure that the only accessible doses are those that risk killing people. And yet, at the height of our scourge, what we get is not a commitment to an honest analysis of demand, but a litigious, finger-pointing blame game.

C. The Litigious Blame Game

Purdue Pharma and McKesson are frequently in the news.233 “Cities as large as Philadelphia and Chicago, as well as hundreds of small towns and cities,” have sued these “Big Pharma” manufacturers and distributors in parens patriae lawsuits,234 which rest on the doctrine that the state, as a sovereign, may prosecute on behalf of its residents.235 These jurisdictions argue that by knowingly manufacturing inordinate amounts of supply and pumping it into a macroeconomically depressed American heartland, Big Pharma “triggered a public health crisis,”236 raising insurance rates and imposing an estimated total eco-
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onomic burden of $78.5 billion in 2013 alone. Federal health agencies are forced to respond to this dilemma by scrambling like the little Dutch boy, plugging leaks in the increasingly deteriorating dike of drug crime enforcement with efforts to stem the tide of death.

The scope of liabilities is broad, and the instinct to blame somebody for our opioid dilemma—whether dealers, doctors, manufacturers, or distributors—is a potent one. The many philosophical bases justifying punishment for social welfare-minimizing offenders tend to go in two directions. The utilitarian view punishes in order to deter future bad acts, while retributive theories seek to punish bad actors “because they deserve to be punished.” Corrective justice theory—with its reliance on individual moral rights—falls into the former. It focuses on achieving justice between parties and holding negligent parties responsible for making injured patients whole, which would appear to make it ideal for our crisis of oversupply. But because it prioritizes moral justifications for blame over pragmatic policy goals of compensation, capitalistic America hardly takes to it.

The same cannot be said for retributive justice theory, which ostensibly relies on biblical reasons for blaming Big Pharma for our crisis:
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This eye-for-an-eye theory rests upon the premise that crime upsets the peaceful balance of society, and punishment helps to rectify the balance. The major difference between the retributive and utilitarian theories is one of perspective: retributive justice looks backward at the crime itself as the reason for punishment, whereas the utilitarian theory “looks forward by basing punishment on societal benefits.”

The “acceptability, if not supremacy, of the retributive justification for punishment is reflected in American popular culture,” which glorifies retribution both in entertainment and in political rhetoric. And the myriad parens patriae suits today certainly do portray addicts and cities ravaged by opioids as the Davids to Big Pharma’s Goliath.

Many argue that doctors ought to have been the protective intermediary between addicts and companies like Purdue. To them, physicians deserve punishment under either theory for acting as “pill-mills,” prescribing opioids for profit rather than to uphold the Hippocratic Oath. Physician liability in this crisis appeals to the paternalistic values society ascribes to doctors, and neatly places the burden at the prescriber’s feet to control what use should occur. The entire purpose of the prescription regulation system, after all, rests on the public policy judgment that doctors ought to be vested with the legal responsibility of understanding the benefits and risks of a specific drug to their specific patient.

Negligent over-prescription by doctors was one of many initial causes-in-fact of this crisis. According to one expert in pharmacology, the success of OxyContin stems “partly from the fact that so many doctors wanted to believe in the therapeutic benefits of opioids.” While most opioid prescriptions
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were written in good faith, “some providers prescribed (and sometimes dispensed) large amounts of opioids without regard for the patients’ medical need.”

“Medication was offered a month’s supply at a time for one-time injuries and chronic pain, often to treat years of working in physically arduous jobs—like those in manufacturing and the coal mines.”

And as these jobs dried up and more people lost work, companies like Purdue continued to woo physicians with all-expenses-paid trips at resort hotels, urging them to prescribe twelve-hour, or “Q12h” dosage regimens that were later found to increase tolerance, thereby increasing demand for drugs stronger than legal OxyContin.

This is where the sins of physicians bleed into the sins of Big Pharma. “[T]hough many fatal overdoses have resulted from opioids other than OxyContin, the crisis was initially precipitated by a shift in the culture of prescribing—a shift carefully engineered by Purdue.”

Prior to OxyContin’s release, physicians typically reserved long-term narcotic prescriptions for the terminally ill. Purdue thought this market was too small. “A 1995 memo sent to the [OxyContin] launch team emphasized that the company did ‘not want to niche’ OxyContin just for cancer pain.”

So, when doctors deviated from Purdue-prescribed OxyContin consumption recommendations, Purdue executives mobilized its sales reps—described in internal budget documents as the company’s “most valuable resource” —to “refocus” physicians on 12-hour dosing. One memorandum, entitled “$$$$$$$$$$$ It’s Bonus Time in the
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Neighborhood!,” “reminded Tennessee reps that raising dosage strength was the key to a big payday.”

As a result, “doctors wrote 5.4 million [OxyContin] prescriptions in 2014”—almost all of which were for 12-hour doses.

Both clinical data and patients report that OxyContin would wear off in less than twelve hours, creating a veritable sine wave of higher highs and lower lows. As a “chemical cousin” of heroin, OxyContin, in between these highs of analgesic coverage, triggered “body aches, nausea, anxiety,” and other symptoms of heroin withdrawal in its users. It was entirely foreseeable then that abuse of semi-synthetic opioids would later be identified as the “primary cause of a decade-long increase in overdose deaths in the USA.”

As two doctors would put it, 12-hour dosing intervals of OxyContin creates “the perfect recipe for addiction,” which makes Purdue’s insistence upon it an “addiction producing machine.”

Purdue likely could not have toppled physician opiophobia without the “many doctors [who] wanted to believe in the therapeutic benefits of opioids.” It knows this, and victim-blames accordingly. In a statement responding to a lawsuit accusing Purdue and other companies producing our opioid epidemic, Purdue “vigorously” denied the allegations, noting that: (1) OxyContin is FDA-approved, (2) its “products account for less than 2 percent total opioid prescriptions,” and (3), like the rest of America, it is “troubled by the crisis” and “wants to be part of the solution.” Purdue is eager to share that it “dis-
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tributed the CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain, developed three of the first four FDA-approved opioid medications with abuse-deterrent properties, 269 and partners with law enforcement to ensure access to naloxone. 270 However, addiction does not “simply dissipate with . . . the introduction of ‘abuse deterrent’ formulations,” nor is it addressed by post-hoc, life-saving remedies. 271 And in the court of public opinion, the naivete of doctors has done little to detract from the detestability of Purdue designing OxyContin for profit, rather than for patient well-being, 272 and it holding fast to its “Q12h” dosing campaign to protect its hegemony in the pain-killer market. 273

OxyContin’s FDA approval, however, does operate as an affirmative defense against complete responsibility. 274 In the words of one former DEA chief of staff, OxyContin’s FDA approval is a “fundamental weakness” in the cases brought against the manufacturer. 275 Retributive justice theories do entitle bad actors like Purdue to a number of defenses when they are pilloried to deter future bad acts, in order to “counterbalance the state’s lack of incentive, or conceivably disincentive, to
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verify definitively the actual guilt of the charged party.”276 But allowing federal agency approval to protect opioid makers runs the danger of negating the benefit of deterrence: analysts predict that the FDA’s approval of prescription opioids will cause liabilities to fall short of the “200 billion plus tobacco [master settlement agreement].”277

The desire for retribution, then, is a legally imperfect mode of punishing Big Pharma. It strives not for symmetrical, corrective justice, but mass blame-signaling effect, which means that the inexactness with which litigation seeks to hold Big Pharma stakeholders accountable is a desired feature, rather than a bug. Indeed, the uneven patchwork of litigation is comprised of states that sue using their own attorneys, others using private firms; some capping their attorneys’ compensation fee structures, while others compensate on a sliding scale; and some states choosing to sue only Purdue Pharma, while others add Endo Pharmaceuticals, Johnson & Johnson, Amerisource Bergen, Cardinal Health, and McKesson into the mix.278 Disparate lawsuits do not appeal to the obsessive-compulsive, for the “sprawling nature of the opioid litigation, with hundreds of plaintiffs and a still-expanding roster of defendants, has made it particularly challenging to contain within traditional legal procedures.”279 The breadth of litigants, “from manufacturers and distributors like Purdue Pharma and Cardinal Health and big retail pharmacy chains like Walgreens down to small-town pharmacies and prescribing physicians,”280 also reflects a dis harmonious choir of industries who each sing their defenses at


different keys. After all, each industry included in suit—drug makers, distributors, and retailers—contributed to our opioid epidemic differently, which inspires defendants to blame each other, and “makes the apportionment of liability even more contentious.”

Various still are the flora and fauna of liability claims and defenses that sprout from retributive desire. Both manufacturers and distributors argue against total responsibility for opioid oversupply by ducking behind the medical licensure of the physicians that prescribed them. This view, though morally bankrupt, is a robust defense against public nuisance claims, which require plaintiffs to prove “the defendants had control over the products when it caused the nuisance.” The gist of the arguments against opioid manufacturers is that they “knew—or should have known—that their products weren’t safe or effective, yet they advertised their products as safe and effective anyway.” The case against opioid distributors, however, requires more nuance to grasp:

Under federal and some state laws, opioid distributors have a legal obligation to stop controlled substances from going to illicit purposes and misuse. The diversion theory argues that these distributors clearly did not do that: As the opioid epidemic spiraled out of control, and as some counties and states had more prescriptions than people, it should have become perfectly clear that something was going wrong—yet, the claim goes, distributors continued to let the drugs proliferate.

Given that “most . . . overdose deaths are caused by illegal drugs like fentanyl,” plaintiffs seeking distributor liability face the additional burden of proving that “victims were launched on the path to addiction by legally prescribed opioids . . . that
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were illegally diverted with the drug companies’ knowledge.”287 The desire to blame distributors for enabling diversion is thus criticized for fundamentally misunderstanding how pharmaceutical supply chains are regulated.288 According to John Parker, senior vice president of the Healthcare Distribution Alliance, “[t]hose bringing lawsuits will be better served addressing the root causes, rather than trying to redirect blame through litigation.”289

Whether claiming public nuisance, fraud, racketeering, corruption, or violations of state and federal controlled substances laws,290 holding legal suppliers to account can only really recompense costs of legal supply. Both unreported demand and illegal supply, however—not merely legal, pharmaceutical overproduction—work to distinguish our addicts’ morbidity from those who got clean when they returned to Vietnam. How much ability do we have, then, to remedy a drug market bifurcated into legal and illegal sources of harm? When the executive and legislative branches are slow to respond to crises, Judge Dan Polster of the Northern District of Ohio is one federal judge who believes that courts must step up to the plate.291

Judge Polster has captained a multi-district litigation (MDL) effort to collect the over 1,500 opioid harm-based, parens patriae lawsuits clamoring in the federal court system today.292 They are filed by cities, counties, hospitals, and Native American tribes seeking to recover against “central figures in the national opioid tragedy”—a motley crew of opioid manufacturers, distributors, and retailers—for the costs associated with what Judge Polster describes as “a man-made plague.”294
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The procedural streamlining of MDLs is an attractive feature when the “theories under which parties are suing make for a legal cacophony.” Unlike class actions, MDLs allow plaintiffs from different jurisdictions to file their lawsuits separately, group similar cases together before a court, resolve pretrial issues in concert, then remand cases to their home jurisdictions for final adjudication at trial. But the “vast majority” of MDLs do settle prior to remand. According to Judge Polster, America is not “interested in depositions, and discovery, and trials,” nor “figuring out the answer to interesting legal questions like preemption and learned intermediary, or unravelling complicated conspiracy theories.” The goal of this MDL, as stated by him, is rather simple: to “dramatically reduce the number of the pills that are out there.”

Whether too big to fail or too big to succeed, Judge Polster’s MDL arguably presents “the most daunting legal challenge in the country—one even he admits has become “far more” “complex and challenging” than envisioned by his original goal. And “[c]omplexity” in the litigatory context “favors the defense.” As do delays—like those that have already pushed back start dates for the first set of bellwether trials—which are typically better weathered by corporate entities capable of affording “the long game” in litigation, and can also “afford to drag . . . out” settlement negotiations (which typically “drive[s] down” its “final tab”). Indeed: what becomes of economic deterrence when the pharmaceutical industry is able to budgetarily plan for the billions in product liability defense costs?
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yet remain “extremely profitable”? In 2007, Purdue incurred over $630 million in fines. But it also generated over $31 billion in OxyContin revenue since the mid-1990s, which makes its 2007 penalty just 2% of its gains. Monetary penalties remain a “quite small percentage” of the industry’s global revenue, and OxyContin to this day continues to generate billions of dollars per annum, which says nothing of pharmaceutical companies’ and distributors’ contention that increased costs of business ultimately fall on patients’ and taxpayers’ shoulders.

There are also few mechanisms to ensure that the money which jurisdictions generate from litigation will reach their intended destinations. This ought to be compelling, given that the results of mass, Big Tobacco litigation by states suggest that grand litigatory compacts achieve very little in terms of victim services. To many, Judge Polster’s MDL mimics Big Tobacco’s 1999 Master Settlement Agreement (MSA), an accord “between the state Attorneys General of 46 states, five U.S. territories, the District of Columbia and the five largest cigarette manufacturers in America concerning the advertising, marketing and promotion of cigarettes.” The MSA required the Big
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Tobacco industry to pay states billions of dollars annually.\(^{313}\) The problem with compensating states for their citizens’ harms, however, is that it requires states to “keep[] their promise to use a significant portion of their settlement funds—estimated at $246 billion over the first 25 years—to attack the enormous public health problems caused by tobacco use in the United States”.\(^{314}\)

Despite receiving huge sums from the settlement and collecting billions more in tobacco taxes, the states continue to shortchange tobacco prevention and cessation programs that we know save lives and money. In . . . Fiscal Year 2018, the states will collect $27.5 billion from the settlement and taxes. But they will spend less than 3 percent of it—$721.6 million—on programs to prevent kids from smoking and help smokers quit. Meanwhile, tobacco companies spend $8.9 billion a year—$1 million dollars every hour—to market their deadly and addictive products. This means tobacco companies spend $12 to market their products for every $1 the states spend to reduce tobacco use.\(^{315}\)

Because retributive consequences are tautologically validated by the desire to punish—and therefore “need be only loosely related to any tangible or even articulable damage actually caused by the defendant”\(^{316}\)—perhaps they also perfectly justify imperfect means of recompense and economic deterrence like the MSA.

Perhaps the most persuasive evidence against the wisdom of retribution via MDL derives from the fact that drug warrior-led executive agencies take to it. The Department of Justice, formerly under Jeff Sessions, joined the MDL as a “friend of the court.”\(^{317}\) It did so to argue “that the federal government” has also “borne substantial costs from the opioid epidemic”\(^{318}\)—an
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argument that ought to be barred as rationally offensive, given the FDA’s prior approval of OxyContin, and equitably barred as unfair to the plaintiff-jurisdictions, given that “federal involvement could also undermine a claim made by drugmakers that state and local jurisdictions are not entitled to sue over a federal law at the center of their litigation.”

One Yale Law School professor regards the inclusion as President Trump’s “desire to show that the federal government is in front in the litigation,” or, terrifyingly, to “give the Trump administration more influence over any large award granted in the case.”

In Judge Polster’s view, our crisis cannot be alleviated with “a whole lot of finger-pointing.” But suing repeatedly does not make America great again either. We Americans will prefer retribution even when it does not economically deter, for litigatory retribution feels justified when a single pharmacy in Kermit, West Virginia—with its population of 392—received 9 million hydrocodone pills in just over two years. And it feels justified when 845 million milligrams of opioids were shipped to the Cherokee Nation’s fourteen counties, effectively supplying “360 pills for each prescription opioid user.” How can we shift our retributive gaze from “supply reduction,” and refocus it instead on reducing harm and demand?

D. Return on Investment from Acceptance

The U.S. today is experiencing a brief resurgence of 1980s, “Just Say No”-inspired, blanket prohibition approaches to drug interdiction. Channeling the spirit of President Nixon, President Trump describes our opioid overdose crisis as a “national shame,” where “[f]ailure is not an option.” The executive de-
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sire to eradicate drug addiction entirely, after all, has historically produced catchy political soundbites;326 Richard Nixon declared drug abuse “America’s public enemy number one”;327 Ronald Reagan deemed illegal drug use “an especially vicious virus of crime”;328 and Trump has also concluded that addiction is, categorically, “not our future.”329

But when it comes to policy, Trump’s take is more akin to Nancy Reagan’s.330 In 2017, his proposed solution to combat the opioid crisis was the creation of “really tough, really big, really great advertising” designed to convince young Americans to avoid opioids entirely.331 Two years later, he continues to over-emphasize “preventing initiates” through “education” as his primary strategy for “reduc[ing] the size of the drug-using population.”332 Abstinence-based arguments can sound responsive to an America that is so inundated with opioids that even the mussels in Seattle contain them.333 But as support for his approach, he ostensibly relies not on peer-reviewed analyses of evidence-based treatment, but on personal epiphany. “This was an idea that I had,” the President states, “where if we can teach young people not to take drugs, it’s really, really easy not to take them.”334
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When American drug policy implicitly permits the capitalistic oversupply of the legal market for opioids, then stringently criminalizes illicit, non-pharmaceutical uses, blanket prohibition becomes far less reasonable policy, and far more political rhetoric. Total suppression—that is, the “modal programmatic and policy response” with the “singular focus” of eliminating opioid access—is a singularly interesting response to our opioid crisis that has multiple, overlapping sources of both legal and illegal supply. In the U.S., “the sale and use of cocaine and heroin is illegal and punishable by prison and sentencing,” while the sale and use of morphine and drugs like OxyContin are legal only when prescribed by a physician. This bifurcated view of addiction ultimately weakens faith in criminalization as an effective policy response: it encourages the criminal justice system to deprioritize rehabilitative approaches to drug interdiction, and to instead view its goals as incapacitation, punishment, and deterrence.

Our War on Drugs enforcement efforts also incur “sunk costs in law enforcement, courts, jails, and prisons to apprehend, process, and house large numbers of drug offenders.” These “[e]nforcement and prohibition strategies continue under the assumption that those efforts will increase prices sufficiently to reduce demand,” even while the impact of drug criminalization on overall social welfare remains “hotly debated.” Many believe that drug criminalization creates more negative externalities than it solves, and “[p]olicy efforts to increase drug prices through supply-side interventions have had ambiguous results.” Treatment for cocaine dependency, for instance, is significantly more cost-effective as a measure of control than
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“domestic enforcement and source country interdictions.”

And while state governments arrest more people each year for drug crimes than does the federal government, the 46.1% of the inmates within the Federal Bureau of Prison incarcerated for drug offenses exist as a tantalizing market for the cottage industry of privatized, for-profit prisons, which arguably produce entire classes of negative externalities on their own.

Restricting the supply of drugs as a means of reducing demand has been an “utter failure” in every other macroeconomic sense as well. In the case of alcohol prohibition, America ultimately deemed that the “aggregate negative economic, social, and public security consequences of Prohibition could not be justified by dwindling returns in terms of reduced consumption.” This was not because Prohibition failed to initially produce “sharp reductions in the volume of alcohol consumed.” Rather, the myopic focus on reducing consumption ignored the costs of replacing the legal market for lesser-potent dosages of beer with the black market of moonshine. “While the overall volume of alcohol consumption initially decrease[d],” alcohol’s potency during Prohibition rose over 150% relative to pre- and post-Prohibition periods. This means that even for a comparatively innocuous substance like alcohol, prohibition had the effect of producing Russian roulette-like circumstances for its consumers. On Christmas Eve 1926, sixty people were hospitalized for alcohol poisoning, and
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sixteen died from it in New York City alone.353 “Within the next two days, yet another 23 people died in the city from celebrating the season.”354 Because the costs of total alcohol suppression outweighed its benefits, Prohibition was repealed “barely more than a decade after it was enacted.”355

Similarly, the War on Drugs has failed to prove that opioid prohibition—the suppression of both legal and illegal supply—has any lasting effect on eliminating the demand that undergirds it. Purdue Pharma did in fact “successfully contribute[] to and capitalize[] on the medical establishment’s changing view of pain management,”356 But we blame them for their efforts to capitalize upon it, in spite of the fact that the “incentive to sell potent drugs to addicts will always exist” when “our nation’s health care remains a privatized, for-profit industry.”357 As a basic economic principle, “if one supplier of a commodity is prevented from operating, another will quickly emerge to take its place as long as there is a strong incentive to do so,”358 And as we were busy blaming Big Pharma for hyper-commercializing the supply of moderate opioid dosages, demand for an opioid black market grew. After half a century of global drug prohibition, “drugs are cheaper, more available and widely used than ever before.”359 What’s more: this $300 billion business in drug trade is effectively “gifted” to criminal drug enterprises, who create “vast costs for those least able to bear them,” “undermin[e] public health,” and energize “corruption and conflict,” “destabilising entire regions.”360 Indeed, the illicit drug industry constitutes “between a fifth and a third of the income of transnational organized crime.”361 It also enriches “global financial markets who launder the billions in il-
licit profits.” HSBC, for one, was recently fined $1.9 billion for laundering $881 million for drug cartels. Given that a third of drug profits “result in illicit financial flows,” drug money also damages economies.

III. JUST SAY YES

“At its heart, legalization is . . . a drama reduction program.”

A. Ideologically Pure Solutions from Abroad

The scale and severity of our opioid dilemma has exhausted even “historic Republican resistance to [the] public health [approach].” First Lady Melania Trump’s “Be Best” initiative—which prioritizes opioid abuse as one of its three pillar focuses—is one example of the way stringent biases against the recognition of drug abuse as a dual-party policy concern have dissolved over time. “[W]ide-ranging bipartisan support” for evidence-based solutions is also demonstrated by passage of the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act, which seeks to “address[] the opioid crisis by reducing access to and the supply of opioids and by expanding access to prevention, treatment, and recovery services.” Spearheaded by the Senate health committee’s top Democrat and Republican, Senator Patty Murray (D-WA) and Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN), H.B. 6 was overwhelmingly approved by Congress in a “rare” show of bipartisan harmony, passing the House 396 votes to 14, and the Senate 98 votes to 1. The law contains provisions that re-
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lax requirements for substance-use disorder telehealth services from specified requirements under Medicare;371 requires the National Institutes of Health’s research initiatives to include “cutting-edge research . . . urgently required to respond to a public health threat”;372 and “requires coverage of medication-assisted treatment under Medicaid,” albeit only temporarily.373 There is even robust support among conservative policymakers to create needle exchange programs and supply police with opioid antagonist drugs like naloxone.374 Hell hath yet to freeze over, but it appears that the end of blanket prohibition—if not nigh—is certainly nearer than it once was.

But are we really ready for what works? States are able to apply for considerable opioid-specific project grants from entities like the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) and the CDC.375 Even with “a lot of money going into the system,” though, it “takes time” for changing political tides to “translate into new infrastructure,”376 which is to say nothing of the varying political willingness across the states to adopt the most progressive, most effective drug reform policies—most of which hail from abroad, where the international community does treat drug addiction in notably different ways.

Portugal, for one, “had one of the worst drug problems in Europe.”377 When the prototypal War on Drugs approach failed to curb the numbers of fatal addiction poisoning, Portugal decided instead to redistribute the funds formerly used to disconnect addicts from society—either via legal criminalization expect-to-hear-about-it-on-the-campaign-trail/2018/10/24/1328598c-d7a9-11e8-aeb7-ddcad4a0a54e_story.html [https://perma.cc/UB8V-GKBZ].
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or stigmatization via restriction in social services—towards efforts to reconnect them, through residential rehabilitation centers, therapy, and loans for small businesses. In 2000, 1% of Portugal’s population was addicted to heroin. Since these reforms were adopted in 2001, the prevalence of problematic drug use, “particularly intravenous drug use,” experienced a dramatic decline.

While Portugal’s approach was premised upon an eminently logical proposition—one that asked, “instead of creating harsher conditions for drug users, why not give them a way out?”—Switzerland, as another example, tried a slightly different approach to address its own disastrous rates of heroin addiction. According to former Swiss president Ruth Dreifuss, her administration “had to change perspective and introduce the notion of public health [to the problem of drug addiction]. We extended a friendly hand to drug addicts and brought them out of the shadows.” To bring addicts into the light, Swiss authorities implemented large-scale methadone programs, needle exchange sites, and safe or supervised injection facilities (SIFs), “in some cases building on services that had been started quasi-legally in response to open drug use in Swiss cities.” Since the inception of Swiss SIFs over fifteen years ago, zero people have died from heroin overdose—a result often described as “extraordinary.”
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What these approaches have in common is the genuine belief that addiction is a public health problem—one that can be curbed only by acknowledging legal supply, illegal supply, and demand. While America’s top executive dubs his country’s struggle with addiction a “national shame,” the United Nation’s top drug and corruption agency would rather describe the opioid crisis as a “growing public health problem,” relapse as “part of the natural history” of “opioid dependence,” and overdose not as something to shame, but an opportunity that “allows people to continue their progress towards recovery,” and “enable[s] them to seek out other life-saving services.”

SIFs are one such service, with well documented life-saving potential. They operate safely abroad, providing intravenous drug users the safety of injecting drugs under the supervision of personnel trained to prevent overdoses. Despite the fact that SIFs “significantly reduce the transmission of infectious disease and overdose deaths without increasing drug use or crime rates,” and rid communities of needles and other public drug consumption hazards, SIFs in America remain illegal. “Employees and users of such a site would be exposed to federal criminal charges regardless of any state law or study,” for our federal drug policy embraces the view that SIFs both “normalize intravenous use of heroin and fentanyl,” and would rather “undermine[] all of the hard work of treat-
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ment providers and law enforcement across the Commonwealth.”

Wide-ranging legislative support for norm-challenging health interventions may reflect a culturally decriminalized mindset unavailable to a capitalistic America that chooses to privatize healthcare. The unmonetizable good of social cohesion, for instance, was one way post-Soviet Union Russia weathered the storm of macro-socioeconomic despair. The start of mass privatization programs in Russia was heavily correlated with a steep uptick in suicides and instances of fatal poisoning for all groups, save one: those connected to their local community in some way. In fact, each “1% increase in the percentage of population who were members of at least one social organization” had the effect of decreasing the statistical association between privatization and mortality by 0–27%. And when more than 45% of a population was a member of at least one social organization, “privatization was no longer significantly associated with increased mortality rates.” These social organizations had the effect of mitigating the effect of the macro-social changes Russia was undergoing at the time, as “the effect of privatisation was reduced if social capital was high.” Case and Deaton assert that a lack of the same social capital—weakening social cohesion, and declining institutional support for “marriage, childrearing, and religion”—trigger “deaths of despair” in middle-aged white Americans. Together, these findings suggest that human Rat Park, if ever constructed, ought to include programs that foster the feelings of social cohesion and connectedness, in order to allow individuals to weather cognitively dissonant, meta social changes in their environment. For if the real determining factor of addiction rests not in a particular substance, but in the uncon-
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conscious suspicion we harbor about the insubstantiality of our own lives, the uncivil, un-Rat Park state of America today may be the most powerful factor determining the scale and scope of our crisis.

B. The Limitations of Politically Feasible Initiatives

Despite the fact that our political climate is ripe for some type of change, we cannot create Rat Park-like conditions for everybody. So in lieu of total, cultural decriminalization of drug use, perhaps our next-best, politically feasible, American Rat Park alternative ought to provide drug users with “comprehensive and integrated treatment, counselling, and clean needles and syringes.” Here in America, there is urgent need for “[b]road scale-up in access to high-quality, low cost drug treatment and other physical and mental health services.” We have made good progress in recognizing that a focus on “overdose fatality prevention and education, including expanding access to naloxone is critical, especially following periods of forced abstinence or other times of special vulnerability.”

And we have also made headway in pushing medication-assisted treatment (MAT), “a combination of psychosocial therapy and U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved medication” considered the “most effective remedy for opioid addiction, bar none.”

Under MAT, addicts are provided with methadone and buprenorphine—less powerful opioids that satiate most addicts’
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cravings, and arrest their withdrawal symptoms, without inducing opioids’ debilitating, euphoric high. Decades of research, the World Health Organization, CDC, and National Institute on Drug Abuse have all demonstrated MAT’s efficacy. Some studies suggest that the treatment reduces mortality among drug addicts by more than 50%. 407

MAT is also extremely effective for helping addicted inmates successfully reenter society. 408 A 2001 Rikers Island study found that inmates who received MAT during their sentences were less likely to commit new crimes and more likely to pursue treatment upon release, 409 results that were echoed by a companion 2014 study involving Australian prison inmates.410 But even though President Trump’s own commission on opioid addiction advocates for inmates’ increased access to addiction medication,411 barriers to MAT availability in jails stems from typical factors, like “inadequate funding for treatment programs and a lack of qualified providers who can deliver these therapies.”412 Our criminal justice system indubitably maintains a “punitive approach to addiction,” which takes MAT out of the list of treatment options for most jails.413 Indeed, “[m]any who work in corrections believe, incorrectly, that treatments like methadone, itself an opioid, allow inmates to get high and simply replace one addiction with another. And many officials say they have neither the money nor the mandate to provide the medications.”414
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Treatment of inmates aside, when the non-incarcerated American addict seeks professional help, the chances of her encountering an empirically validated program are slim. The slowness with which empirically validated, efficacious treatment programs are disseminated into American community treatment centers is well known. MAT, despite the fact that it significantly reduces overdose fatalities and is “more effective than either behavioral interventions or medication alone,” is only available in 10% of American drug-treatment facilities. And even naloxone, which is “extremely effective at preventing opioid overdoses from turning fatal,” is often least accessible to those who need it. The U.S. Surgeon General recommends “[e]xpanding the awareness and availability of this medication” to “health care practitioners, family and friends of people who have an opioid use disorder, and community members who come into contact with people at risk for opioid overdose” as the most effective way to reduce overdose deaths. And yet, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (CARA) did “little to assure that naloxone distribution is well-targeted.” Cities like Baltimore would have to spend $46.5 million dollars to equip each of its residents with a two-dose kit—a sum of money greater than the Baltimore health department’s annual budget.
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realm, the municipal public health officials who petition Trump’s “opioid czar” Kellyanne Conway to use existing federal patent law to circumvent Big Pharma markups and secure cheaper stockpiles of naloxone are met with silence. By stymying affordable access, America’s capitalistic reality relegates the widespread adoption of evidence-based solutions to pie-in-the-sky fantasies. When it comes to drug addiction interventions, we historically do not spend money on evidence-based solutions, despite the fact that every $1 invested in evidence-based treatment yields up to $6 in saved “costs for health, security and welfare.” The problem of access is highlighted in states with the political will to reach high-water marks in progressive programming, yet struggle to spread baseline services across the board. Take Washington, where the University of Washington School of Medicine Harborview Medical Center’s “innovative” addiction program “treat[s] patients with heroin addiction the same way it would treat those suffering from a chronic disease, such as diabetes,” while “myriad” barriers ensure that “[l]ess than half of those who would benefit from methadone or buprenorphine are able to access them” in the state. “Efforts to undermine or repeal the ACA and short-sighted budgetary austerity measures” also threaten to “further undermine access to evidence-based treatment and prevention”—an embarrassing state of public health affairs for a world leader, when the global human rights community broadly considers affordable access to be a “critical” component of public health—one “critical for functioning health systems.” Without “serious, sustained efforts to ad-
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dress the direct and root causes non-medical opioid use, intensive supply suppression efforts that brought us fentanyl will continue to push the market towards deadlier alternatives.”

C. Skip the Eggs—Kill the Black-Market Golden Goose

This is because the subterranean, extrajudicial black market for drugs is the ultimate negative externality of drug prohibition—one that prohibition, as a particularly “stringent” breed of regulation, has failed to control. The regulatory issues that plague the pharmaceutical market generally—“[w]eak patenting standards and ineffectual policing of both anticompetitive actions and fraudulent marketing”—played an important role in launching and prolonging the opioid epidemic, which would make prohibition seem like the best way to reduce the negative externalities of legal addiction. What is particularly crazy about this crisis, however, is that the growth of the black market for illicit opioids was preemptively accepted as a cost of stringently regulating legal supply:

[The] iatrogenic risk to the health of people who use [opioids] was not just foreseeable, but in some cases directly foreseen by policymakers. One of the most shocking articulations of this came from Pennsylvania’s former Physician General, who recently remarked, “We knew that [drug user transition to the black market] was going to be an issue, that we were going to push addicts in a direction that was going to be more deadly. But . . . you have to start somewhere.”

Statements like these reflect the erroneous view that the ultimate negative externality of prohibition-as-regulation is an increase in illicit use—social blight—when it is in fact the black market’s tendency to skyrocket the risks of opioid use disorder into lethal stratospheres.

Regulation also fails to control supply when the regulated market captures only the iceberg tip of demand. Take regulation in the methamphetamine (“meth”) context. Regulatory supply interdictions of its precursor drugs used in manufacture were at best only temporarily effective at reducing its black-
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market consumption, as producers eventually optimized their processes to rely on unregulated materials. Unlike meth, opioids require “sophisticated production facilities,” and do possess legitimate medical use. Regulatory shortcomings in the legal opioid context not only hinder access to lower-cost, medically appropriate generics, but also has the ironic effect of simultaneously “spur[ring] overutilization” of brand-name OxyContin while reducing access to life-saving naloxone. And the dearth of regulatory efforts controlling the “contents, quality, and dosage in black market opioid products” is what inevitably trailblazed the path from casual Percocet user to black market heroin overdoser. Thus, in the opioid context, it at best “remains to be seen if interdictions are cost effective in the long-run,” or if regulation may be implemented in a way that protects social welfare from reduced access to “legitimate medicines.”

Although regulation is unable to reduce drug demand, it caters to our desire for decisive action over holistic solutions that reduce overall societal harm. Criminalizing addiction is “inimical to both public health scientific and ethical norms,” and has the tendency to both crowd out evidence-based treatments and encourage prohibition as a sole intervention. It is problematic not only for its counterproductivity, but also because “[e]very dollar spent on enforcement is a dollar not spent on treatment, harm reduction, or prevention.” And like the chemical hook theory, which allows us to flatten the complexity of drug addiction into a two-dimensional failure of Victorian restraint, opioid prohibition allows us to circumvent the task of analyzing drug addiction as an expression of rational demand, and opioid addicts as rational consumers.

Unless the way we consider addictions to recreationally legal substances, we assume that addiction to heroin could not be
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the product of rational choice. “Modern economic theory holds that consumers are usually the best judges of how to spend their money on goods and services,” and this “principle of consumer sovereignty” rests on two assumptions: “first, that the consumer makes rational and informed choices after weighing the costs and benefits of purchases, and, second, that the consumer incurs all costs of the choice.” We accept that cigarette smokers smoke because the benefits of doing so outweigh the costs. The former is understood to include “pleasure and satisfaction, enhanced self-image, stress control and, for the addicted smoker, the avoidance of nicotine withdrawal,” while the latter based on “money spent on tobacco products, damage to health, and nicotine addiction.” And indeed, though tobacco’s addictive qualities would seem to except it from basic laws of economics—such as the principle that when the “price of a commodity rises, the quantity demanded of that product will fall”—a “growing volume of research now shows that . . . smokers’ demand for tobacco, while inelastic, is nevertheless strongly affected by its price.”

In contrast, when we observe people beginning their addictive trajectories with OxyContin and ending with fatal dosages of fentanyl, we assume that the “simple answer”—that people “derive enough utility from the consumption of the substances that they willingly accept the health consequences”—is very unlikely to apply. But we assume so while neglecting the reality that “reduced consumer ability to exercise preferences” catalyzes “ability of black market traffickers to get the ‘biggest bang for their buck,’” incentivizing the mass availability of fatality-inducing moonshine and fentanyl over the comparatively moderate beer and poppy tea. By stymying the availability of moderate, pharmaceutical opioids and criminalizing non-FDA approved supply, all opioid suppliers—legal and not—
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operate under higher “legal risk,” and drug users are “less able to act on informed choices.”

Opioid addiction “challenge[s] the standard neoclassic assumption that consumers make rational, utility-maximizing choices.” But it does so because regulation, in the form of prohibition, obfuscates the rational cost-benefit analyses of drug addiction by utterly foreclosing rational choice in the market.

D. Taxation Trumps Prohibition

Regardless of which market interventions America ought to use in lieu of its blanket, War on Drugs approach, we cannot assume that opioid addicts will not respond to free market interventions when the costs of their addiction are necessarily muffled by black market pricing. After all, “[m]ost economic studies suggest that addictive substances are consumed on the inelastic portion of demand,” and products for which there is inelastic demand, like cigarettes, are prime candidates for “sin” taxing. Sin taxing—a regulatory measure once used to express moral judgment—now receives wide support as a public health intervention. And sin taxes on products for which there is inelastic demand are a consistently “effective source of revenue generation.” “Even though an increase in the tobacco tax may cause some smokers to stop smoking, the overall result of the tax increase” produces net profits.

Unlike prohibition and criminalization, sin taxes have proven themselves to be highly effective in reducing demand. In the tobacco context, “[e]vidence from countries of all income levels shows that price increases on cigarettes are highly effective in . . . induc[ing] some smokers to quit and prevent[ing] other individuals from starting.” Like tobacco, demand for
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heroin is inelastic, which makes it a prime candidate for “sin” taxation.460

The fear of a free, taxed market for even the most innocuous doses of opioids, however, is strong. Many imagine that it would entail a “heroin aisle” at one’s local CVS,461 and critics opine that a free market for opioids would have the effect of “increasing addiction, normalising use among kids, and relegating its sale to profit-hungry corporations or governments with every incentive to increase addiction to advance their bottom line.”462 But because sin taxing tobacco did reduce consumption and increase revenue in places like Canada, the United Kingdom, and South Africa,463 the U.S. would be remiss if it did not explore the ways a free market opioid tax might lance the boil that is our epic national demand for immediate analgesic relief.

Taxes on opioids will inevitably be difficult to calculate, even with the “standard neoclassical economic criteria for determining the optimal tax on a substance” dictating that “taxes should be levied to reflect the marginal negative externalities.”464 And empirically estimating those negative externalities would be a challenge, given the difficulty in determining the “full and appropriate range of factors” to include as costs.465 A “1% increase in white meth use,” for example, is correlated with a “1.5% increase in white foster care admissions”466—a result that is predictable in hindsight, yet arguably unforeseeable in the Palsgraf sense.467 However, the Master Settlement Agreement that
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467. See Palsgraf v. Long Island R. Co., 162 N.E. 99 (N.Y. 1928). Palsgraf is the seminal 1L year tort law staple, a case in which an employee at a railway station helped push a passenger onto a train car as it was beginning to depart the station. In doing so, the employee dislodged the passenger’s package, which unknowingly to the employee, contained fireworks. When the package hit the ground, the fireworks inside exploded. The reverberations from the explosions then knocked down some scales across the railway station platform. Mrs. Palsgraf happened to be standing next to those scales and was seriously injured. Id. at 99. Upon suing to recompense her suffering, the court laid down the general principle of “proximate causation”—the notion that unless it was reasonably foreseea-
“ended” the era of Big Tobacco resulted in a “tax-like hike” in cigarette prices, in addition to “new restrictions on cigarette advertising and other tobacco industry practices.”468 Could similar provisions be included in agreements resulting from Judge Polster’s MDL, provided that the parties settle?

A heavily taxed, free market for opioids ought to attract President Trump, who is prone to moral absolutism in his criticism of foreign importers of crime,469 and believes that the “best way to prevent drug addiction and overdose” is to tell young people that drugs are “[n]o good, really bad for you in every way.”470 For one, even when drugs are smuggled at a high rate, taxes still manage to reduce consumption for them while yielding high revenues.471 And sin taxes are known to have the “greatest [impact] on young people, who are more responsive to price rises than older people.”472 Since any drug fatality-reduction strategy designed to deter children will yield delayed results, policymakers “concerned with health gains in the medium term” must also adopt “broader measures” that help existing addicts reduce their consumption.473

Taxation fits the bill here, too. Even under conservative assumptions, sin taxes on tobacco had the effect of reducing “the number of ex-smokers who return to cigarettes” and “consumption among continuing smokers,” in addition to “deter[ring] others from taking up smoking in the first place.”474 And evidence suggests that sin taxes on drugs are a particularly effective deterrent for long-time users, as “a real and permanent price increase will have approximately twice as great an impact on demand in the long run as in the short run.”475

---
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Taxation generally, unlike prohibition, does lack a bold moral condemnation signaling feature—a serious deficiency in user experience given America’s particular affinity for retributive punishment.\textsuperscript{476} But there are legislative bills proposed in almost half of our states that suggest taxing prescription painkillers, and they garner bipartisan support under the promise that such fees will “funnel millions of dollars toward treatment and prevention programs.”\textsuperscript{477} Could the taxation of illicit opioids also yield the similar effect of bringing black market economics out into the sunlight, and disinfecting the Iron Law of Prohibition’s tendency to funnel the unwary towards overdose and death?

\textbf{E. Home Brew Decriminalization}

Thanks to state sovereignty, the end to ineffective, blanket drug prohibition may be near. The Achilles heel of federal War on Drugs initiatives may be that they require state allegiance to enforce. And local governments are those that feel the financial pinch of blanket prohibition most, given that states are responsible for the majority of drug arrests in America.\textsuperscript{478}

How many times can state and municipal codes reclassify drug offenses and mandate probation in lieu of jail for simple possession charges before the exceptions to blanket criminalization become the rule?

Safe injection sites may not be endorsed by President Trump’s Opioid and Drug Abuse Commission,\textsuperscript{479} and the Department of Justice has yet to support pilot programs that would enable “local officials to help remove legal barriers” or “increase[e] awareness of the evidence-based public-safety arguments in their favor.”\textsuperscript{480} But powerful medical entities like the U.S. Surgeon General and American Medical Association support safe injection programs.\textsuperscript{481} And underground safe injection facilities for Americans who would otherwise “inject[\ldots]”
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in a public restroom, street, park or parking lot” have already saved lives. Hope springs from the fact that “defiant” cities like Seattle, San Francisco, New York City, Philadelphia, and Baltimore have publicly announced plans to open SIFs, despite the federal government threatening “criminal prosecution” and “confrontation” akin to those that occurred over sanctuary cities.

The complete decriminalization of certain drugs may not be far behind as well. Some have proposed that California serve as a testbed for Portugal’s two-pronged decriminalization approach, which pairs “drug dissuasion panels” with harm-reducing public health initiatives. Portugal, exhausted by the costs of drug criminalization, pursued a strategy grounded in “principles of harm reduction, prevention, and reintegration of the drug user into society.” California, “with its history of trailblazing marijuana laws,” is considered “well poised” to serve as the American petri dish for this model:

By following Portugal’s lead by decriminalizing possession for all illicit substances, [California] may reap significant rewards. To name a few, the state may see 40% fewer drug arrests, a drop in prevalence rates for drug use, and over $2 million in Medicaid savings. Overall, . . . California’s budget may see rewards of over $480 million in the first few years after decriminalization.

If California were to decriminalize drugs entirely, its statutes would brazenly challenge the War on Drugs. And states’
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rights–driven collisions into federal initiatives can be a good, galvanizing thing for the creation of sound drug policy.

The state-level shifts in drug policies that are occurring today do indicate “clear public and . . . policymaker support to move beyond the War on Drugs,” as is best evidenced by the sheer quantum of senators, governors, mayors, and Democratic presidential candidates in support of the federal legalization of marijuana, including Senators Cory Booker, Kirsten Gillibrand, Kamala Harris, and Bernie Sanders. For many, decriminalization and legalization efforts have always smacked of good policy. Novel in our current epidemic is that supporting the federal legalization of a Schedule I drug also constitutes “good politics.” To imagine why, one only needs to imagine what the televised debates of Democratic presidential candidates in 2020 might look like. According to one Colorado cannabis advocate, “If a moderator just asks, ‘Do you support descheduling marijuana?’ and a candidate says ‘no,’ that’s a viral ad right there.” As political costs of supporting War on Drugs policies continue to rise, one questions the motives of politicians whose “thinking . . . on the issue has evolved” only very recently. However, when candidates for the highest political office in our nation are able to publicly assert that broad legalization proposals, like the Marijuana Justice Act, “must be about restorative justice,” the task of splitting ideological hairs begins to feel like an ungrateful exercise.
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Eradicating prohibition as America’s default approach to drug addiction will require incredible legislative effort, though. Already in place are laws denying those convicted of felony drug charges federal aid,\textsuperscript{495} access to public housing,\textsuperscript{496} and food stamps,\textsuperscript{497} and the right to vote in most states,\textsuperscript{498} which is to say nothing of the War on Drugs sentencing practices that are thirty years in the making—precedent that requires extreme political will to change.\textsuperscript{499} As rates of state incarceration continue to rise, policymakers and corrections administrators, faced with “growing fiscal constraints and social scrutiny,” will continue “evaluat[ing] the cost-effectiveness and efficacy of incarceration as a response to drugs.”\textsuperscript{500} Deferred prosecution and local drug courts are the results of cost-benefit analyses like these.\textsuperscript{501} California, Colorado, Delaware, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina have all decided to charge many of their simple drug possession crimes as misdemeanors.\textsuperscript{502} An Oregon bill reclassifies—from felony to misdemeanor—the
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possession of heroin, cocaine, and other drugs. Oregon, as one lawmaker put it, “can’t continue on the path of building more prisons when often the underlying root cause of the crime is substance use.”

Two Washington counties’ approaches to the crime of simple drug possession illustrate the power of piecemeal exceptions from federal War on Drugs policies. As of February 2018, King County and Snohomish County—two out of Washington States’ three largest counties—no longer charge possession crimes involving less than two grams of drugs. The reasons? Expense, and futility. Snohomish County Prosecutor Mark Roe believes that the “prosecutorial response to minor possession” has failed to curb drug use, and merely distracted city attorneys from prosecuting crimes that cause greater harm to communities. The county now prosecutes possession crimes involving small amounts of drugs only if a defendant’s underlying addiction serves as a nexus to criminal behaviors of “higher importance,” such as DUIs, assaults, and burglaries.

These counties realize what the federal government does not: that “dutifully charging” minor drug possession crimes is, in practice, indistinguishable from the unconstitutional practice of criminalizing drug abusers “essentially for being addicts in the first place.” Prosecutorial discretion is just one way local jurisdictions operationalize their individual distaste for the costs of blanket prohibition without waiting for the repeal of federal
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drug initiatives. And this is a powerful idea, for encouraging “experimental drug law reform” at the state level will yield the dual benefit of helping less progressive states, and the federal government, observe how “smarter, more effective” approaches to drug addiction may alleviate the costs they incur upon jurisdictions nationwide.\(^{511}\) It is one thing for the public to disbelieve in War on Drugs programming and quite another for municipalities to employ cost efficiency principles to effectively engender their own species of drug decriminalization.

This is how executive War on Drugs priorities find their greatest threat from nonbelieving local jurisdictions. The type of political will sufficiently potent to upturn federally programmed norms has typically brewed first at the local level, then has gradually made its way into national policy either via the legislature, the judiciary, or by civilly disobedient local government policies.\(^{512}\) We have witnessed this occur with cannabis, where Colorado’s and Washington’s decriminalization efforts have challenged federal War on Drugs objectives since 2012.\(^{513}\) Lay the heat map of states that have suffered the most fatal opioid poisonings\(^{514}\) over the map of states that have decriminalized cannabis,\(^{515}\) and one observes that they are nearly mutually exclusive. This is not mere coincidence. According to one JAMA Internal Medicine study, “states with medical marijuana laws between 1999 and 2010 saw, on average, about 25 percent fewer opiate overdose deaths” than did states without them.\(^{516}\) And for their flagrant acts of civil diso-
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bedience, Washington and Colorado were not visited upon by the Department of Justice,\textsuperscript{517} but handsomely rewarded. Washington has generated $220 million in cannabis taxes, Colorado $129 million, and neither state noted any worrisome increases in crime and substance abuse.\textsuperscript{518} The legal marijuana market is expected to reach $23 billion in annual revenue by 2020\textsuperscript{519}—an unsurprising figure when the federal legalization of marijuana may not be far behind.\textsuperscript{520} The Marijuana Justice Act, if enacted, would limit funding for states if the Bureau of Justice Assistance determines that the state “has a disproportionate arrest rate or a disproportionate incarceration rate for marijuana offenses,”\textsuperscript{521} direct federal courts to “expunge conviction[s] for a marijuana use or possession offense,”\textsuperscript{522} and “establish a grant program to reinvest in communities most affected by the war on drugs.”\textsuperscript{523}

The United States of Drug Criminalization has produced an economy where states are able to, quite literally, legalize one drug to compensate for the economic, health, and social costs of criminalizing another.\textsuperscript{524} When states’ cost-benefit analyses have already begun to carve out exceptions to the War on Drugs—and as restorative justice principles continue to seep into our national drug policies, via federal legislation, no less—for how long will our federal government insist on its survival?
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IV. CONCLUSION

Legal and illegal opioids have killed off more Americans than war. And as Americans rapidly progressed from FDA-approved opioid use to illicit heroin and fentanyl, the trajectory of overdose deaths far exceeded increases in new prescription drug users.

But as we search for solutions to our crisis, we forget to refer to our own history with addiction and assume that the chemical hook theory applies in every case. We prefer promises of immediate relief over the task of remembering that the myth of addiction’s intractability is what allows the Iron Law of Prohibition to generate lethally potent doses, then deliver them to a depressed America that has been the most “un–Rat Park” it has been in decades. We do so to give ourselves the space to both judge and express compassion towards the drug-addicted. But our ambivalence elects leaders who help us further ignore what global addiction history has to say about our own: that our America is the worst it has been in a while, and that our epidemic is one undergirded by rational demand.

Experienced policymakers herald the necessity of treating drug abuse with evidence-based solutions, but we ignore their pleas for evidenced-based treatment and access, even when the mostly rural and white fatalities of our crisis would suggest greater political amenability to the public health approach. We reject holistic conceptualizations of our crisis because it better serves those in power to drum power from the fear of addiction. We reject them also because our capitalistic reality and cultural appreciation for retribution persuades us to believe that blame-gaming Big Pharma is what will help America feel great again, even when supply-side interdictions have done little to decrease demand, and have failed to economically deter those who oversupply. And by bifurcating the issues of legal versus illegal supply, we implicitly permitted Big Pharma’s overcapitalization on demand while exhausting our criminal justice system, dealing fatal blows to our faith in the effectiveness of drug criminalization as sound public policy.

We watch countries like Portugal and Switzerland benefit from discarding ineffective War on Drugs policies, and hope that our patchwork of politically facile initiatives will yield the same effect. And we invest hope in futile directions because we
misunderstand the greatest negative externality of our epidemic to be the golden eggs of death, when it is actually the golden goose of the black-market drugs economy. We abide in the power of prohibition, even as it flattens the complexity of drug addiction into a two-dimensional failure of Victorian restraint, because it allows us to circumvent analysis of drug addiction as an expression of rational demand. But if we were to understand our demand for analgesic relief better, and had faith that addicts, like us, are rational consumers, we could sin tax their behaviors, which would also deter children from stepping onto the slippery slope of addiction and disincentivize long-term users.

In the end, it may be the cash-strapped states that homebrew the strongest challenges to the War on Drugs, for the Achilles heel of federal prohibition initiatives is that they require local jurisdictions to enforce. So, we should mimic the counties that have effectively engendered their own species of decriminalization as a way of financing the costs incurred by the drug criminalization generally. We should support states like California, who are best situated to attempt heroin decriminalization and to profit from it, much like recreational cannabis has yielded hundreds of millions of dollars in profits for other civilly disobedient jurisdictions. And we should take the advice of our U.S. Surgeon General and American Medical Association to erect safe injection sites, increase access to naloxone and medication-assisted treatment, and continue passing bipartisan proposals like the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act. For without reexamining our battle with opioids as a story of demand and supply, we will continue to fail ourselves, and the War on Drugs will win again.